MARKETING MANAGEMENT II

This course has two major interrelated objectives: 1) to enable the student the development of his/her business judgment and skills and 2) to provide the student the necessary tools to effectively manage the marketing planning process.

PROGRAM

1. The strategic planning process at the corporate level and strategic marketing planning. The marketing plan. Differentiation and positioning strategies.


RECOMMENDED BIBLIOGRAPHY


GRADING POLICY

Regular term’s evaluation

The course’s final grade will be determined on the following bases:

Participation in class (active, attendance): 15%

An attendance record below 80% of the term’s sessions will carry with it a grade of 0 in class participation.

Team project: 35%

The project’s completion and submittal is a necessary condition to pass the course. In case of not completing successfully the project, a grade of 4 or the final exam’s score whichever is lower will be granted.

Final exam: 50%

Doing the final exam is a necessary condition to pass the course. In case of not attending the exam, the student will receive a “not presented” grade.

The minimum score in the final exam in order to compute with the other grading elements (class participation and team’s project) is 4. In case of not attaining this score of 4, the course’s final grade will be the final exam’s score.
September’s evaluation

Exam: 50%

Doing the final exam is a necessary condition to pass the course. In case of not attending the exam, the student will receive a “not presented” grade.

The minimum score in the final exam in order to compute with the other grading elements (class participation and team’s project) is 4. In case of not attaining this score of 4, the course’s final grade will be the final exam’s score.

Project: 35%

The project’s completion and submittal is a necessary condition to pass the course. If the project was finished and submitted during the term, the grade will be applied in September. In case it was not completed successfully during the regular term, its submittal will be required at the time of September’s exam.

Participation in class (active, attendance): 15%

The grade obtained for the regular term will be kept.